Internal Controls Resource Toolkit
Leading the Way to the Finance Function of the Future Series

Inside This Toolkit
We’ve pulled together a collection of our top resources around internal
controls. Here’s what you’ll find:

Internal Control Best Practices

SGENGAGE INTERNAL
CONTROL BLOG POSTS

How Technology Can Support Internal Controls

1. How Nonprofits Can
Build Trust with Strong
Internal Controls

Blackbaud University Training Courses

Internal Control Best Practices
White Paper: How to Build Trust with Strong Internal Controls
Even when nonprofits balance their desire to do good work with a
realistic view of the level of effort required to accomplish those goals,
funding may still be elusive if there are not strong internal controls in
place. Why is that? How are trust and internal controls intertwined? Read
this white paper written by Lucy M. Morgan to learn how to:
•

Create a climate of strong internal controls in your organization

•

Build greater trust with donors and funders

•

Lower the risk of waste, fraud, and abuse at your organization

2. Increasing Organizational
Buy-in When Building
a Culture of Strong
Internal Controls
3. 7 Tips for Navigating
Nonprofit Accounting
Compliance

How Technology Supports Internal Controls
In today’s world, the adoption of modern accounting software that
reinforces a system of strong internal controls is a must have to
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ensure that your organization can achieve its goals while maintaining
compliance with regulations. A system that’s purpose-built for social
good organizations can help you reinforce your control policies by
allowing you to:
•

Set rules to prevent over-budget spending

•

Prevent undesired practices such as the reopening of closed fiscal
years or creation of invalid account combinations

•

Ensure proper segregation of duties with the ability to customize user
access at a granular level

•

Configure clear approval layers and workflows to automate
purchasing, requisition, and reimbursement

•

Monitor ongoing activity with dashboards that display key indicators
such as budget vs. actual performance or user activity details

To learn more about how technology can support your
organization’s internal control environment, check out our

Blackbaud University
Training Course
Blackbaud Financial Edge
NXT Feature Focus: Security
and Business Rules
Part of our General Ledger
learning path, this 90-minute
course will teach Blackbaud
Financial Edge NXT users how to:
•

Configure system security
settings

•

Locate key business rules and
defaults

•

Document troubleshooting
tips for maintaining data
integrity

webinar Internal Controls in a 2022 World.

About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations,
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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